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An indispensable analysis of a complex situation sorted out by
a highly original and lucid mind. Not to be missed.

The fabled M777 Howitzers have failed to turn the tide of war
in Ukraine.

During this current relative reduction of hostilities in
Ukraine, the calm before the storm so to speak, it may be
useful to reflect upon the goals of the various geopolitical
players, whether stated overtly or intended covertly. This may
enable us to make educated guesses as to how events may
ultimately unfold.
WHAT DOES RUSSIA WANT?

The party whose openly stated goals appear to align most
closely with their defacto goals seems to be Russia, who at
the start of the special military operation stated that they
wanted the denazification and demilitarisation of Ukraine, the
cessation of hostilities against and the autonomy of Donbass
(respecting the rights of Russian speakers) and the long term
neutrality of Ukraine with no possibility of it being part of

NATO, whether defacto (as it currently is) or dejure. Implicit
in the latter is the indivisibility of security, the guarantee
that US/NATO intermediate range missiles or so-called antiballistic missiles (which in reality can be fitted with
nuclear warheads and function as INF) will never be stationed
in Ukrainian territory. The Russian status of Crimea was never
negotiable.
Current situation: having attempted peace negotiations many
times but being repeatedly rebuffed by the Oligarchic States
of America / Ukraine / NATO (henceforth termed OUN) regarding
all the concerns above, and facing ongoing genocidal
aggression by the OUN against Donbass, Russia was forced to
occupy and denazify much of Eastern/Southeastern Ukraine to
protect Russian speaking civilians and Russia’s own security,
discovering along the way more than 30 bio-pathogen labs near
the border of Russia which had been funded by the USA (as
admitted by droolin’ Nuland herself):
https://russiaun.ru/en/news/271022_nb
https://www.listennotes.com/podcasts/china-rising-radio/westswmd-bioweapon-war-2-fXVCI5yUn/
Subsequent referenda conducted in the the four liberated
oblasts (Donetsk, Lugansk, Zaporizhia and Kherson) all
overwhelmingly voted to join Russia. Hence ensuring the
security of these territories in perpetuity is now a priority.
It seems likely that the majority population in Russia will
also demand the liberation of Odessa (which has a huge number
of Russian speakers, constantly under violent threat by the
UkroNazis. Please recall that 48 Russian speakers were killed
by the firebombing of the trade union building in Odessa in
2014 by Ukronazis). Odessa was historically a Russian city.
The return of Odessa to Russia will shrink the remaining
territory of Ukraine to an impoverished land-bound “rump”
state, if it continues to exist at all.

There was a time Ukraine had one of the greatest prospects of
any European state, with large, fertile steppes producing
massive quantities of grain for export, with the lucrative
status as an energy hub to distribute Russian gas to Western
Europe and a base for heavy industry in Donbass. All of this
is now lost (as will likely be Ukraine’s remaining access to
the Black Sea) because of a violent corrupt fascist puppet
regime that was installed by the USA. The former bread basket
of Europe is now the basket case of Europe.

The British media lead the world in vile, reckless warmongering. The
Americans are just one notch behind.

Like the rest of their Ukraine
"reporting", this was a case of
fake news. The Brits lie at the
top of their lungs.

The Anglo media default position
has been Russian demonisation for
generations.

Presently Russia is hammering the crap out of Ukraine, lobbing
3 times more missiles into Ukraine daily than Ukraine can
muster (20,000 vs 7,000 according to Colonel Doug MacGregor).

“Most missiles launched by Ukraine are ground to air antimissile missiles” (many are outdated S-300s, one which
supposedly went “astray” into Poland, killing two civilians).
The OUN also continue to shell the Russian occupied Zaporizhia
nuclear power plant, even while insisting that the Russians
are shelling themselves.
As far as the previous Russian “retreats” from Kharkov and
Kherson were concerned, please see my footnote, to place these
events in proper historical perspective.
Where to from here? The Russians only began to seriously
target Ukrainian infrastructure (electricity, water etc) eight
months into the SMO, after the OUN terrorist attacks against
the Nordstream pipelines and Kerch bridge. When the OUN sent
drones through the maritime corridor previously designated for
peaceful grain export, in order to attack the Russian fleet in
Sevastopol, the Russians then proceeded to demolish even more
Ukrainian infrastructure. The big question is this: why has
Russia not yet destroyed 100% of Ukrainian infrastructure,
which it could easily have done months ago? To US analysts,
this was a puzzle, because standard practice of the USA has
always been to completely destroy vital civilian
infrastructure from day one, as in the case of Yugoslavia or
Iraq or Libya. Possible explanations for Russian reticence
are:
Russia has far greater concern and respect for civilian
lives than the USA has ever had, certainly much more so
than the terrorist Ukronazis – who were deliberately
bombing civilian areas in Donbass for the eight years
prior.
Complete interruption of electrical and water supplies
in Ukraine will inevitably lead to the abandonment of
all western Ukrainian cities and a massive exodus of at
least 8 million Ukrainians to the countries West. This,
along with the economic and energy hardships now
afflicting Western Europe (as a result of their

sanctions against Russia backfiring), will lead to
massive social unrest, possibly even the collapse of
some Western European countries. This horrific prospect
is a massive bargaining chip that Russia holds over the
West and is a huge incentive for the OUN to sue for
peace now, before the worst effects of Winter set in.
As shown above, it will be exceedingly easy for Russia
to depopulate all of Ukraine all the way to Lviv, which
will achieve the goal of the demilitarisation of
Ukraine. This can be achieved right now, even without a
single Russian soldier crossing West of the Dnieper
river. However it appears that Russia’s preferred option
is to achieve demilitarisation of Ukraine without
depopulation, so as not to inflict excessive hardship on
their cultural kin.
WHAT DO EUROPEANS WANT?

By “Europeans” we must distinguish between the so-called
“leaders” of Europe and the ordinary people of Europe. The
former are totally corrupt, bought-and-paid-for and in the
pockets of the US neocons. The latter are largely clueless and
brainwashed by their Mainstream media to adopt mindless antiRussian hatred and bigotry. As far as can be seen right now,
even if the European people could cobble together a vaguely
coherent idea of what they may or may not want, their wishes
are utterly irrelevant. They have no agency in how events are
going to unfold, unless they can overthrow their US controlled
puppet governments and install leaders who truly work in their
interests. The solutions to the European problems are simple:
reverse all sanctions against Russia, request that gas is
delivered to them through Nordstream 2B and that the other 3
pipelines are repaired, and agree to total demilitarisation of
Ukraine with removal of all Nazis and all NATO “advisers”.
These are the best ways to prevent Russia from opening a
floodgate of Ukro refugees into the West. Sanity is unlikely
to prevail because the Germs in particular seem to be

terminally stupid and spineless. So my advice to the Germs is
this: get ready for a shitstorm of events: industrial and
economic collapse and a massive influx of refugees who you
will have to support with your dwindling tax base and rising
inflation.
WHAT DO UKRAINIANS WANT?

This is no more relevant than the wishes of flotsam tossed
about by a stormy sea .
WHAT DOES THE USA WANT?

There is a huge disconnect between the officially stated goals
and covertly pursued goals of the USA, as befits a two faced
“non agreement capable” imperialist oligarchy. The official
line from the US is that they are engaging in a noble struggle
to “free” Europe from being held to ransom by an “unreliable”
energy provider, Russia, and that this is a global
confrontation between Western “Democratic” and Eastern
“Authoritarian” regimes for the future of the world. That is
of course total bullshit. In reality, the exact opposites
apply. All actions by the US with regard to Russia and
Ukraine, dating back not just to 2014 but to 1991, were
deceitfully ignoble, the US is utterly focused on the
enslavement, not the liberation of Europe (to be permanently
kept under the jackboot of US hegemony), Russia has always
been a completely reliable provider of cheap energy to Europe
and the Oligarchic States of America are completely
undemocratic: they neglect the well being of their own
citizens while donating hundreds of billions of tax payer
dollars to the US MIC. “Authoritarian” Putin has always been
careful to address the wishes of the Russian public (via the
Duma) and the wishes of the majority populations of Crimea and
Donbass (via referenda, which were much better conducted and
more legitimate than the recent suspect and dodgy US mid-term
elections https://podbay.fm/p/the-duran-podcast/e/1668956802
).

Some short term goals of the US neocons, as far as sabotaging
the sale of Russian energy to Europe and railroading the
Europeans into buying very expensive fracked US LNG, seem to
have been successful. However this will not work in the medium
to long term because expensive fracked LNG can never generate
industrial products economically competitive with products
manufactured using much cheaper energy eg by China using piped
Russian gas. Hence the medium and long term collapse of the
German industrial economy is certain (hence they will
eventually be unable to buy expensive US LNG) if the Germs
continue down this foolish path. I previously devoted an
article to the real motivations of the US neocons and
oligarchs who have hijacked US policy.
https://thesaker.is/cui-bono-the-big-picture/
The medium term US tactics and goals were these: to confiscate
more than $300 billion of Russian foreign reserves and to
impose economic sanctions (more than 10 thousand so far) which
would turn the “Ruble to rubble” (as stated by sleepy Joe) and
trigger Russian economic collapse. This would create public
unrest in Russia which would enable a US sponsored colour
revolution to depose Putin in favour of a US designated puppet
(echoes of “Yats is our guy, fuck the EU” droolin’ Nuland).
Astroturf revolutions are an old tactic taken directly from
the CIA playbook, dating back to the antics of Kermit
Roosevelt in Tehran. Embroiling Russia in a lengthy resourcesapping war in Ukraine, perpetrated by US terrorist proxies,
was designed to weaken Russia as Lloyd “Raytheon” Austin so
transparently admitted. Stinkin’ Blinken also admitted the
Ukraine situation was a US/NATO proxy war with Russia, just as
he had crowed about how the bombing of Nordstream represented
a “tremendous opportunity” for the US to sell LNG to Europe.
The US long term goal would eventually be to fragment Russia
into smaller states (just as the USSR had previously been
broken up, following its embroilment in a lengthy resourcesapping war in Afghanistan, perpetrated by US terrorist

proxies). Those smaller post Russian banana republics would
each have puppet leaders appointed by the USA, who would then
foil the “belt and road” initiative of China, the next target
of the US neocons. All of this devious skulduggery has been
outlined in many a Beltway think-tank document, especially
that from the Rand corporation.
Not only have every single one of those US goals failed, they
have backfired spectacularly. Especially laughable is smellin’
Yellin’s “oil price cap” policy, which is being ignored by
everybody. The only sane strategy is to negotiate peace with
Russia. Nevertheless the position of the US at present remains
unchanged: any peaceful economic links between Germany and
Russia must be sabotaged at all costs, because it would create
an economic-industrial behemoth that, along with China, would
sideline the USA into irrelevance on the world stage. The only
excuse Germany has for “sanctioning” Russian gas today is the
so-called “aggression” of Russia in Ukraine. If a peaceful
outcome in Ukraine is achieved, there will no longer be any
excuse for Germany to deny itself Russian gas. Hence, from the
POV of the USA, peace in Ukraine must be avoided at all costs.
The consequence of refusing to achieve a peaceful settlement,
of obstinately continuing to lob missiles against the
Russians, will be this: the complete and utter destruction of
Ukraine by Russia, with massive out-flux of refugees into
Western Europe. Does the US care if there are economic and
humanitarian catastrophes in the making (and of their making)
in Western Europe? Absolutely not. Not only is the USA happy
to fight Russia to the last Ukrainian, the USA is happy to
fight Russia to the last European.
THE SPECIAL CASE OF TURKEY:

Turkey has been a long standing NATO member. Readers will
remember from history that the stationing of US nuclear
capable missiles in Turkey was the catalyst for the Cuban
missile crisis of 1962. Today, Turkey and the OUN are best
described as “frenemies”, now leaning towards being enemies.

The USA sees Turkey as an unreliable ally and was particularly
miffed by the Turkish insistence on buying Russian energy in
Rubles, of continuing to honour Mir transactions and its
intention to become a Russian natural gas hub, supplying south
eastern Europe via the Turkstream pipeline. Erdogan firmly
believes that the attempted coup against him in 2016 was
perpetrated by Gulenists sponsored by the USA. The recent
terrorist bombing in Istanbul which killed 6 and injured 81
was traced to an individual that the Turks claimed was a Kurd
from northern Syria who was a proxy of the AngloZionists. We
do not know if this is true, but what matters is that the
Turks believe this to be true and it is certainly consistent
with the history of the US using terrorist proxies.
Accordingly, when the US ambassador to Turkey offered his
condolences for the bombing, the Turkish interior minister
flatly rejected it, saying that Turkey knew who did it,
expressing disgust for such US hypocrisy. All US interactions
with Turkey in recent years have counter productively served
to push it closer towards Russia and the BRICS+ countries.
CONCLUSION:

The USA is the worst terrorist state in the world, they
represent the greatest threat of global nuclear war to every
one of us (USAnians included) – which could cause human
extinction. Being an enemy of the USA is dangerous, but being
an ally (especially if you are a Germ or a Ukie) is fatal. The
Turks are discovering this to their chagrin and are wising up.
Footnote: The AngloEuroZionist mainstream media and their
stooge pundits always crow loudly over every transient Pyrrhic
victory “won” by the Ukie proxies, while demonstrating a
profound ignorance of history and strategy and reality.
General Surovikin is nothing if not rational. Given a choice
between precariously holding on to Kherson city located on the
“wrong” side of the river (which can and will later be
recaptured) and preserving the lives of Russian soldiers, he
chose his soldiers. All civilians who appreciated the

protection of Russia were evacuated. Die hard Ukie ideologues
who prefer to freeze and starve this winter in an eviscerated
city were allowed to stay.
This echoes the much higher stakes situation of 1812 when
General Kutuzov had to choose between Moscow and his army and
he chose his army. He allowed Napoleon to march into Moscow
which had been stripped of any and all resources that could
support the French, who eventually had to withdraw, enabling
Russian forces to recapture Moscow. The Russians slaughtered
the French as they withdrew. Today’s Ukie/NATO forces are
tactically and strategically far more stupid than Napoleon.
Remember the “massive victory” of Ukies advancing into Kharkov
oblast empty cow paddocks not long ago? The Russians had
staged a tactical withdrawal* and suffered almost no
casualties, but enticed the Ukies into open territory where
the Ukies were sitting ducks to Russian artillery and rockets.
The Ukies lost around 8000 dead. With such a great “success”,
it is just a matter of time before the Ukies suicide their way
to moribund victory.
(*this was a classic Mongol tactical “withdrawal” which the
Kievan Rus had learned from history to their great cost, and
now inflicted upon the stupid Ukies to their great cost.)
BTW, Kiev was founded by the primordial Rus, it was the first
capital city of the Russian people who were then known as the
Kievan Rus. That is historical fact.
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criminals.
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